
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
consultant, product. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for consultant, product

Effectively negotiate and communicate when working with other
departments within the company including marketing, product management,
internal data operations, sales and production
You are the contact person for the internal production teams that provide the
system for which we conduct and report the investigation daily
You are project manager of the automated system that hosts the
questionnaires daily and collects reports the survey results, and you are
responsible for the product development plan of this system
With international colleagues and internal local teams, you transform requests
for customization to workable solutions
Occasionally you will consult with our end customers such as the BBC on the
design and execution of the research
Setting priorities for customer communications, marketing and associate
readiness reviewing/approving all materials
First point of reference for exception requests to product catalog
Responsible for alerting the appropriate business areas of relevant changes
to ensure appropriate upkeep of ongoing product training & communications
materials, online product information, RFP product information &
communications changes
Supporting the Product Managers creation, analysis & development of
product plans, business cases and roadmaps
Build intra-year long range market plans for CSB using the PG 3 year plan,
internal and external data

Example of Consultant, Product Job Description
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Bachelor’s degree required and graduate degree
Works directly with the customer to implement solutions
Applies understanding of the core functionality of the product mix
Ability to recommend solutions based on industry trends and best practices
Works with senior technical and business leads to define the strategic
roadmap
Shows initiative and takes responsibility for decisions that impact project and
team goals


